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to see past increases and other colleges’ tuition  
changes, check out
in 2000 tuition was $16,070
UD recently announced under-
graduate tuition, fees, and room and 
board will increase by 4.7 percent, 
leaving a bigger burden on students 
and their families during these al-
ready difficult economic times.
Increased tuition may be some-
thing students are used to by now 
since the last time UD didn’t raise 
tuition was during in 1974 year for 
the ’74-75 academic school year, ac-
cording to Thomas Burkhardt, vice 
president for Finance and Adminis-
trative Services.
UD alumna Mary Berkemeier, 
whose son, senior Michael Berke-
meier, is attending UD, graduated 
in 1975 with a B.A. in Education Art 
and Music and was a senior the last 
year UD’s tuition didn’t rise.
“The tuition was much more af-
fordable when I went to school,” 
Mary said.
With two children who have at-
tended UD and one more on the way, 
she and her husband Phillip, who 
also graduated from UD, have gone 
through a few tuition increases 
since their time at UD. 
“Current tuition and room and 
board are extremely higher and 
much more difficult to manage for 
families and students,” Phillip said. 
“When I went to school I was able 
to pay most  of my own tuition from 
savings from a paper route, sum-
mer employment and jobs on cam-
pus with little or no financial aid.”
The Berkemeiers have watched 
their children take on the financial 
burden of paying for college them-
selves.
“Putting nine children through 
Catholic schools has been a prior-
ity and a sacrifice for our family,” 
Mary said. “We do not have the ex-
tra money to help them so they have 
to rely on scholarships, grants, 
loans and summer jobs to pay for 
their college education.”
According to Burkhardt, schol-
arships is the first place tuition 
goes. A finance committee looks at 
how much the university will need 
to give in financial aid in the up-
coming school year in addition to 
examining factors like enrollment.
“The money from a tuition in-
crease goes to financial aid for stu-
dents, compensation for faculty and 
staff, medical costs, benefit costs, 
funds for upkeep of facilities and 
to pay for borrowing costs,” Bur-
khardt said. 
According to a press release, 
some of the money from the in-
crease will go toward $1.3 million 
in new revenue to compensate for 
the elimination of the Ohio Student 
Choice Grant and emergency aid to 
students if the recession worsens, 
along with increased athletic schol-
arships.
The University of Dayton pro-
vides more than $70 million in fi-
nancial aid and scholarships annu-
ally, according to the press release.
Although financial aid is the 
committee’s first priority, it is more 
committed to making UD a better 
educational experience overall, ex-
plained Burkhardt.
See Financial Aid on p. 2
kelsey cano
Assistant news Editor
Sometimes one man’s trash 
can be another man’s piece of his-
tory. At least, that’s true for UD 
poet and professor emeritus Her-
bert W. Martin. 
In a box of tapes in filmmaker 
David Shock’s garage, Shock dis-
covered the only known audio 
recording of a Dr. Martin Luther 
King speech made at UD.
Shock and fellow filmmaker 
Ron Primeau had collected the 
tapes to use in their documen-
tary “Jump Back Honey.” The 
documentary focuses on the life 
of Martin, famous for his poetry 
and his performances of Dayton 
native and Black poet Paul Lau-
rence Dunbar’s works. When Mar-
tin gave them a box of old tapes of 
his performances, he had no idea 
one contained King’s speech.
“I thought I would clear the 
house of all I was saving,” Martin 
said. “Lo and behold, they came 
across one with Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King.”
Martin remains uncertain 
about how he came to possess the 
tape. 
“I probably picked it out of 
somebody’s trash in Miriam Hall 
or someone may have given it to 
me for my African American Lit-
erature class,” Martin said.
King spoke at the UD Field-
house in November 1964 to a 
crowd of 6,200. In the speech, 
King discusses race relations in 
America.
“We have come a long, long 
way in the struggle to make 
civil rights a reality for all of 
God’s children,” King said in his 
speech. “But on the other hand, I 
must say that we still have a long, 
long way to go before the problem 
is solved.”
“It’s his voice, no doubt about 
it, it was not manufactured,” 
Martin said, noting that audience 
comments are in the background. 
“It’s like a Sunday morning ser-
vice, with a statement and re-
sponse.”
Although the recording stops 
before the speech’s conclusion, 
Martin said it still holds signifi-
cance today. 
 “It’s interesting to look at how 
speeches reverberate in contem-
porary times,” Martin said, not-
ing that a race relations speech 
made by President Obama when 
he was a senator resembles this 
King speech.
 “He anticipates a great many 
things,” Martin said. “He’s posi-
tive and hopeful, looks to the fu-
ture for more changes. In that 
sense, he and Obama are simi-
lar.”
Martin said the tape may go 
to his archives at the University 
of Toledo or someone may buy it. 
The tape may also go to the King 
katie robisch
staff Writer
Martin luther king Jr. ud speech found in box of trash
See MLK Tape on p. 4
Although increase is less than in years past, students and families feel weight of economy
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RetReAt OppORtunItY
Today is the deadline to register for 
Metanoia, a retreat taking place March 
27 through 29. It is open to sophomores, 
juniors and seniors. Cost is $40. Contact 
Mary Lynn at x92575 with questions. 
WOmen In the WORkplAce 
Come hear Diane schulte, class of 1975 
and director of strategic Business De-
velopment for noblis, speak for Women 
in the Workplace. she will be presenting 
on Best Companies for Women: Identify-
ing and Evaluating Opportunities from 4 
to 5:30 p.m. in the science Center Audi-
torium. All majors are welcome and the 
event is free. 
SpORtS OF All SORtS
Today is the last day to register for spring 
intramurals, including indoor soccer, 
softball, flag football and indoor volley-
ball. The leagues are free to full time un-
dergraduate students. Visit http://cam-
pus.udayton.edu/~recsport/intramurals/
registration.htm for more information 
and to register your team. 
MAR.
6
today
FOOD FOR the SOul
Take part in an opportunity to reflect on 
and engage in a Marianist discussion of 
scripture and “Mary, symbol of Hope” 
at noon in Ku 310. Light lunch will be 
provided. rsVP at x92409.
MAR.
10
tuesday
Food Fundraiser
If you’re looking for an excuse for a good 
meal, head over to the Mongolian Grill 
at the Greene. uD’s Panhellenic Council 
is holding a fundraiser tonight for their 
scholarship. Tickets are $20 includ-
ing tax for a full meal. Contact Amanda 
neyer at neyeramg@notes.udayton.edu 
for more information.
MAR.
11
wednesday
lAnD SeRvIce DAY
Finally warm weather, and an excuse 
to be outside all afternoon. Travel to 
the Marianist Environmental Education 
Center at st. Joseph Hall, Mount st. 
John, from 1 to 4 p.m. to eradicate in-
vasive honeysuckle shrub. Dress for the 
weather and expect refreshments. Call 
937-420-3582 for more information or 
to check during inclement weather.
MAR.
7
saturday
stander syMposiuM signups kick off
Stander Symposium, one of 
UD’s annual events celebrating 
academic excellence, kicked off 
registration this week. 
The day-and-a-half event, 
scheduled for April 15 and 16, 
promotes student research and 
creative endeavors. It features a 
keynote speaker, poster perfor-
mance and exhibitions, voluntary 
oral presentation as well as other 
innovative activities. 
“You can see Stander Sympo-
sium as a chance of alternative 
learning and database,” Andrew 
Mitchell, graduate intern at 
Stander Symposium, said. “This 
big event will definitely promote 
both undergraduate and graduate 
students researches and provide 
them a great chance to share with 
other student community.”
“This is a state version of the 
arts which we have different mu-
sic performance groups, exhibi-
tions surrounded standards and 
the celebration of arts,” Mitchell 
said. “All students in the univer-
sity are encouraged to participate 
in this symposium with their 
researches, creative art perfor-
mances as well as other poster 
exhibitions.
“Compared with last year, 
this year is the first time that the 
celebration of arts, the first day 
of this symposium, is being held 
downtown at the Schuster Center. 
It is really amazing. The Schuster 
Center is fantastic. It would be so 
exciting to appreciate and enjoy 
your peers’ arts and performance 
in such a wonderful place.” 
Registration for the presen-
tation was due Thursday and 
poster signups are due Monday. 
Anyone who wants to take part 
in this event can register online 
at http://stander.udayton.edu/
registration.php. Free transpor-
tation will be provided on the 
evening of April 15. For more 
information, please log on to the 
Web site at http://stander.uday-
ton.edu/aboutus.php.
tracy yang
staff Writer
“We raised tuition of room and 
board to allow the university to 
maintain its positive direction 
of improving academics, living 
and environmental facilities,” he 
said. 
 Our national reputation is 
solid and growing,” UD President 
Daniel Curran said in a recent 
press release. “Among national, 
Catholic universities, the Univer-
sity of Dayton remains a value, 
yet we recognize the difficult 
times facing many families. We 
will invest in the quality of our 
academic programs, faculty and 
student housing while remaining 
committed to access for all quali-
fied students, regardless of their 
economic background.”
After the administration 
makes recommendations to the 
finance committee and board, 
Burkhardt explained the com-
mittee estimates cost increases in 
the future, compares UD’s value 
to competitive schools, which is 
“weighed in light of what parents 
and students are experiencing in 
the current economy,” he said.
Some of the schools UD com-
pare tuition to include Marquette 
University, Xavier University, 
John Carroll University and St. 
Louis University. Out of these 
five universities, UD had the sec-
ond lowest tuition for the current 
school year at $27,330, only above 
Xavier, which has a tuition of 
$26,860.
Although the last time UD 
didn’t increase tuition was over 
30 years ago, Burkhardt said the 
figures aren’t comparable to to-
day’s because the school has many 
more services and upgrades than 
it did then. 
“Faculty and staff expect 
compensation increases, energy 
costs go up [and] medical costs 
increase; all these are major cost 
drivers for UD and other universi-
ties,” he said.
For example, UD now has offic-
es to support students with learn-
ing disabilities, better technology 
and costs like healthcare, have 
gone up.
Although there are added ex-
penses every year, much of the 
burden still remains on students 
and their families.
“What [UD] can do to help 
make tuition more affordable ben-
efits us all,” Mary said. “Increas-
ing tuition every year affects af-
fordability, in a society that is 
going through drastic changes 
economically.”
“UD was and is a great school, 
but the increasing cost makes it 
harder to even consider for our 
children or other students from 
middle class families [to attend],” 
Phillip said.
Although the Berkemeier’s 
have doubts about the rising costs 
of education, they are grateful to 
UD.
“I have watched the Univer-
sity of Dayton grow into one of 
the best universities in the coun-
try,” Mary said. “I will pray that 
its present leadership will make 
wise decisions and continue to be 
a good example for other educa-
tional communities. With prayer 
and good financial engineering, 
UD can move on successfully.”
financial aid
(cont. from p. 1) 
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FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
1157 BROWN ST.
937.226.2600
WE'RE YOUR
SPEED
FEEDERS
FOR ALL YOUR
FAST
EATERS
Today, senior Honors students 
and Berry Scholars who have 
been creating and developing a 
thesis relating to their field of 
interest will present months of 
research at the Honors Students 
Symposium. 
“I am excited for the Honors 
Symposium because it’s a chance 
to start talking about the work 
we have put in over the last year,” 
said psychology major Michelle 
Wintering, one of the students 
who will be presenting. “Our fi-
nal presentations will be in April 
at the Stander Symposium but 
this is a good stepping stone for 
getting there.”
Topics span across almost all 
majors, from sciences and engi-
neering to social issues and arts. 
Many of the projects are based on 
real world issues or personal pas-
sions. Wintering’s project, “The 
Culture of Firefighting,” was in-
spired by her father. 
“I started to look back at the 
things I had done in school that 
had meant the most to me,” she 
said. “I have grown up around 
firefighters and firehouses:  din-
ners at the firehouse, camping 
with the firefighters and their 
families, the distinct smell of 
my dad’s clothing after a day at 
work, Dad’s 24-hour shift sched-
ule and the extended family of 
the firefighting world.  Until I be-
gan brainstorming ideas for my 
thesis, I did not realize just how 
much my dad’s job has influenced 
my life, personally and academi-
cally.”
Each student has conducted re-
search that includes interviews, 
collecting data and experiment-
ing. The symposium gives them a 
chance to present their findings 
in a professional setting. Along 
the way, they have received help 
developing their theses from fac-
ulty members. Each thesis advis-
er has played an important role 
for each student. 
“I picked my adviser based 
upon his willingness and capabil-
ity of assisting me in my studies,” 
Michael Elliot said, whose thesis 
is on the inequalities in Ameri-
can healthcare. 
“This scholarly event is also 
an opportunity for the seniors to 
acknowledge and express appre-
ciation to their thesis advisers 
for their mentoring during this 
three-semester process,” said 
Dr. Patricia Hart, director of the 
Honors and Berry Scholar pro-
grams. “The faculty expertise is 
invaluable to the success of these 
projects.”
The Symposium will allow 
for younger Honors students and 
Berry Scholars to see the result 
of three semesters of hard work. 
It runs from 1 to 5 p.m. today in 
Kennedy Union and is open to the 
public. 
colleen Mccarthy
staff Writer
honors students symposium showcasing months of work today
Senior Michelle Wintering’s thesis was influenced by her father’s firefighting career and her trip to 
england, where she spent time with other brigades. photo contRibuted by Michelle WinteRing
It’s that time of year when 
midterms have come and gone 
and graduation is just two short 
months away. 
To prepare for the big walk, 
UD held the Graduation Fair on 
Tuesday and Wednesday in the 
Kennedy Union Ballroom, where 
students had the chance to pick 
up caps and gowns, obtain com-
mencement information from the 
registrar, order class rings, pay 
outstanding tickets and fines, and 
donate to the senior class gift. 
Those who were unable to attend 
the fair should keep this informa-
tion in mind in preparation for 
the big day:
1. Students must have ap-
plied for graduation at least six 
months in advance. The form 
to do so can be found at https://
forms.udayton.edu/regForm7/.
2. After applying, students’ 
names are entered into the sys-
tem. The department then makes 
a degree audit to ensure that the 
students are eligible to graduate.
3. Graduates who did not 
pick up their caps and gowns at 
the fair can pick them up at the 
UD Bookstore. It’s recommended 
to call ahead to ensure that the 
correct sizes are available.
4. Baccalaureate Mass will 
be held Saturday May 2, at the 
University of Dayton Arena at 
4:30 p.m.
5. The graduate ceremony 
will be held Saturday May 2, with 
a procession beginning at 9:45 
a.m.
6. The undergraduate cer-
emony will be held Sunday May 
3, with a procession beginning at 
9:45 a.m.
Melinda Clayton, commence-
ment coordinator, can answer fur-
ther questions about graduation 
via e-mail (graduation@notes.
udayton.edu) or in the registrar’s 
office in Albert Emmanuel Hall.
seetha sankaranarayan
staff Writer
two more months: graduation instructions 
at the graduation fair, students picked up caps and gowns and ordered graduation accessories. 
contact the bookstore for information about any purchases. bRiAnA SnydeR/photogRAphy editoR
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Theft
Feb. 19, 4:35 p.m.
Officer Pease was dispatched 
to Marycrest Hall, where a uD 
student stated he had lost his 
wallet and money clip on the 
fourth floor between 1 and 2 
a.m. He was unaware he had 
lost the wallet until his mother 
called. she said someone 
charged around $600 at 
Amazon.com and Zappatos.
com between 4 and 6 a.m.  
The complainant cancelled the 
cards.
Criminal Damaging
Feb. 22, 12:57 p.m.
Officer A. Durian was 
dispatched to Irving Avenue 
for a broken window. A uD 
student said when he and 
his roommates woke up they 
noticed their front living room 
window had been broken. 
When the residents went to 
bed at 3 a.m. the window was 
intact. The complainant said this 
was the second time a window 
had been broken and the house 
had also been egged and had 
grapefruit thrown at it.
Burglary
Feb. 23, 8:28 p.m..
Officer Cloyd was dispatched to 
Founders Hall on the report of a 
stolen laptop. He met with a uD 
student who stated someone 
stole his Hewlett-Packard 
Compaq laptop from his room 
between 5 and 8 p.m. The door 
was left unlocked and possibly 
left open. nothing else was 
missing from the room and the 
complainant is unaware if the 
laptop is insured. There are no 
known suspects or witnesses at 
this time.
Crime Log
the following incidents were reported to 
the department of public Safety on feb. 19 
through feb. 23. this log was compiled by 
flyer news from actual police reports ob-
tained from the department of public Safety. 
On Feb. 25, people across the 
world, including Vice President 
Joe Biden, had smudged crosses 
drew in ashes on their forehead. 
UD’s campus was no exception 
as hundreds of students lined up 
outside the doors of the chapel to 
participate in the Ash Wednesday 
services. 
Receiving ashes on this day 
signified repentance and marked 
the beginning of Lent. The ashes 
used during the services were 
made from blessed palms used in 
the Palm Sunday services from 
the previous years. 
“Lent is a season of the year 
that helps us take stock of our 
own hearts, our relationship with 
God, and our relationship with 
one another, especially those 
most in need,” Marianist Brother 
Thomas Wendorf said. “It’s also 
about allowing our hearts to be 
open to the transforming power 
of Christ’s love, which we’ll cel-
ebrate in a focused way during 
Holy Week and Easter.”
In the early centuries, Lent 
was a time to prepare individu-
als for baptism through a time of 
fasting and purification. It was 
not until the fourth century that 
the Church established its cur-
rent 40-day season. 
The 40 weekdays that make 
up the Lenten season are meant 
to be used as a time of prepara-
tion for Easter. The number 40 
has always played a significant 
role in the Bible to mark a time of 
spiritual preparation. Moses, Eli-
jah and most importantly, Jesus, 
went through periods of prepara-
tion consisting of 40 days and 40 
nights.
During the 40 days of the 
Lenten season, Catholics are ex-
pected to perform the practices of 
prayer, fasting and almsgiving. 
Many observe the season by giv-
ing something up or adding in an 
additional discipline. 
“Giving something up during 
Lent is not meant to be an exam-
ple of willpower, but rather a time 
to be mindful of God’s centrality 
in our lives and to the poor who go 
without many necessities without 
choosing to do so,” Wendorf said.
To help students stick to their 
Lenten goals, UD’s dining and 
residence halls have posted “Re-
member Lent” signs and crosses. 
Many students mention their 
goals of not eating meat or drink-
ing pop as their Lenten promise. 
Others have decided to add some-
thing into their lives instead of 
removing something. 
“This year for Lent, instead of 
giving something up, I am going 
to try to go to church more often,” 
junior Lauren Allen said. “For 
me, going to church more often, 
hearing the word and trying to 
live the word is important. I think 
making a conscious effort and not 
just going through the motions 
also makes church more enjoy-
able and I get more out of it.”
The Marianists on campus 
have many different ways in 
which they recognize the season. 
They rearranged their chapel 
at the Marianist Novitiate com-
munity to reflect the change in 
season and to offer a new aware-
ness. They also practice meatless 
Fridays and have made Wednes-
day evening meals a simple meal 
as well, consisting of only soup, 
bread and salad. Finally, the 
Marianists will go on a communi-
ty retreat during the weekend of 
Palm Sunday to prepare for Holy 
Week and have a time of silence 
and faith sharing. 
“The Lenten practices are 
meant to lead us more deeply 
into the mysteries of our faith in 
Christ,” Wendorf said. “We may 
not experience the reality of that 
on a feeling level but we can trust 
the power and goodness of these 
practices.” 
grace rodney
staff Writer
Lent starts, season to sacrifice, examine willpower
father gene contadino distributes ashes at ash wednesday Mass. the ashes are made from blessed palms, used in previous years’ palm sunday Masses 
and signify the beginning of lent, which lasts until good friday, april 10. photo contRibuted by the univeRSity of dAyton
Center in Atlanta, where most of 
King’s other speeches and works 
are collected. 
“That’s probably the logical 
place for it to be,” Martin said. 
If the tape hadn’t been dis-
covered, it “probably would have 
stayed in box until I died, then 
thrown in the dumpster,” Martin 
said.
Martin retired from teaching 
at UD nearly two years ago and 
is currently focusing on his own 
works. 
“I am writing like a mad man, 
to make up for all the ideas I gave 
students,” he said.
mlk tape
(cont. from p. 1) 
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4 bedroom/2 bath. new appliances, newly 
remodeled. new ghetto. $2500/semester. 
937-514-6546
House for Rent
Summer
131 evanston
937-435-9409
uddarkside@sbcglobal.net
the warehouse is available 2009-2010. 
completely rehabbed as a 4 br, 2 bath 
luxury apartment! the old place - 
gutted. the new place completely 
rehabbed. dishwasher/washer/dryer/
furnished/parking. 1908 brown st. behind 
bw3’s. 937-299-1794.
irving commons
save Money - rent from owner
available now, summer and 09-10 school 
year. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, new carpet, fully 
furnished plus 2 lazy boy chairs. 2-4 stu-
dents. betsy 266-8299
fabulous housing 1, 2 or many
near campus
rent from ud grad
223-9790
houses available - ud
210 - 212 - 216 rubicon st. 
deposit required. 
kitchen, bath, washer, dryer, bed, desk. 
water - sewage included. 2 blocks from ud. 
call darrell Melton 937-533-1788
greg owens 937-533-0454
www.udrooms.com
email: udaowens@yahoo.com
student housing, $2000/semester. 1131 
irving ave. newer landlord house. 4 bed-
rooms, air, washer/dryer. summer - $750/
month. call Matt 937-287-2190
Super nice 2 person apartment at 445 
Irving available for 2009-2010. nicely 
furnished. washer/dryer. garbage disposal. 
on-site parking. owner pays all utilities. 
429-5020.
Awesome 3 person house at 424 Lowes 
available for 09/10 school year. fur-
nished. central a/c. washer/dryer. dish-
washer. owner pays utilities. 429-5020.
2 great houses! totally loaded! (937)416-
3661 or email 
carpentryconep@aol.com
5-6 person houses
2 minute walk from campus
all on e. stewart street
1-888-808-7741
$2,000 per person/per semester
utilities included
new beds provided
big screen tV - included
call today for 09/10 school year.
do not count on the lottery!
6 bedroom houses for 4-6 people. 215 
Rubicon. Behind Flanagan’s. Near cam-
pus. Excellent parking. Fully furnished. 
Washer/dryer. Very reasonable. 09-10. 
Call Bob 937-330-4111
437 lowes st. 
5 students   --   09-10   
call Joan 937-294-5712 or 520-2964
Brand New
student housing
4 bedroom, 2.5 bath town homes
1 quarter mile from Marycrest
nicest housing on campus
steve 513-543-3939
2009-2010 School Year. 2-4 student 
house. Furnished, well-maintained. 
832-2319
Quality Student Housing!!!
Summer Housing
Central Air
29, 38, 49, 50, 56, 57 63, 65 Jasper, 119 
Fairground, 48, 50 Woodland Ave. 
Clean Housing, Air Conditioning 
937-371-1046/937-456-7743
$ave 60% or more at Firwood Apart-
ments - check ‘em out! Call 294-1030 - 
www.firwoodapartments.com
Will you be in Dayton this summer? 
EARN EXTRA CASH - work UD Reunion 
weekend June 12-14, 2009. Interested? 
Email Reunionweekendworkers@gmail.
com or call 937-229-3299
APPLICATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR’S FLYER 
NEWS STAFF ARE NOW AVAILABLE TO 
PICK UP AT KU232. fn will be looking to 
fill all roles. Applications are due by Tuesday, 
March 17.
Classifieds Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertise-ments must conform to the policies of Flyer News. For a review of these policies, con-tact the Flyer News business office. Business Office: 937.229.3813; Fax: 937.229.3893; 
E–mail: advertising@flyernews.com   Web site:  www.flyernews.com/advertising
HOUSING
HELP WANTED
think you’ve got an eye for photography? here’s your chance to get it 
published. Just send your ‘clicK’ picture to photo@flyernews.com along 
with your first and last name and a brief description. Click away!CLICK!
A fire at 56 Fairground Ave. was reported on Feb. 24, east District Fire chief vincent Wiley said in a Dayton Daily 
News article. When crews first arrived a fire hydrant malfunctioned, making it difficult to fight the fire. It was put 
out by 9 a.m. most of the renovated house’s upper level was damaged. RyAn KozelKA/ASSiStAnt photogRAphy editoR
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Flyer News has selected assistant 
news editor Kelsey Cano as the edi-
tor-in-chief  for the 2009-2010 school 
year.
Cano, a junior, has written for the 
paper for three years. She wants to 
include staff  writers as much as pos-
sible and improve upon the changes 
Flyer News has seen this year, like a 
newly designed paper and Web site. 
“There are a lot of  things I want to 
accomplish, including maintaining 
the high standards that have been set 
this year by [the current editor-in-
chief],” Cano said. “I hope to update 
the Web site on a regular basis with 
teasers from the paper, blogs from all 
sections, pictures and more.”
Editor-in-chief  Will Hanlon has 
no doubts about Cano.
“This year’s staff  put a lot of  
time into improving the overall 
quality of  Flyer News and it’s been 
a great experience for me to serve 
as this team’s editor-in-chief,” Han-
lon said. “Kelsey is fully capable of  
taking over my role and has my full 
confidence.”
-Staff  Report
Flyer News selects editor-in-chief for 2009-2010 school year
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The UD branch of  Cosa Meara 
Company of  Irish Dance is rallying 
together to raise funds for a fellow 
dancer in need of  an operation by 
putting on a performance.
Irish dancer Jayne Zenker 
needs a liver transplant and CMC 
hopes their Saturday performance 
will bring in a crowd. All proceeds 
going toward Zenker’s medical 
bills, which may total up to 
$500,000.
“Jayne has been in and out of  the 
hospital for over two years now,” 
Annie Kelley, CMC president, said. 
“She is a really sweet girl who has 
had to grow up fast, but she has 
stayed strong through it all.”
Zenker, 18, lives in Carol 
Stream, Ill., and was diagnosed in 
2007 with hepatocellular adenoma, 
a very uncommon form of  benign 
liver tumor. As a result, doctors 
had to remove most of  her liver 
with subsequent complications 
including diabetes, according 
to the Daily Herald of  Chicago 
suburbs.
She endures severe bouts 
of  pain and is constantly going 
through Northwestern University 
Hospital. The process has been 
gruesome and to add to the never-
ending stress, the family recently 
found out that it may take up to 
10 years for Zenker to receive a 
liver transplant, according to her 
mother Ellen Zenker’s blog on 
the Children’s Organ Transplant 
Association Web site.
CMC has joined up with local 
Irish dance schools and a Columbus 
Pipes and Drums bagpiper to raise 
money for Zenker in the upcoming 
show, Kelley said. 
Dancer Katie Cobb believes this 
is an excellent way to help a fellow 
Irish dancer.
“The CMC branches used to 
raise money for a scholarship 
that would be awarded to an Irish 
Dancer entering college in their 
freshman year,” Cobb said. Since 
the branches could not offer equal 
amounts toward the scholarship, 
it was discontinued, but the UD 
girls wanted to offer some form of  
service.
“Annie, who was the 
most familiar with Jayne’s 
circumstances, suggested that 
we donate to help her medical 
expenses with the funds that 
would have been devoted to the 
scholarship.  Personally, I think 
this is a much better use of  the 
money we will raise.”
Molly Morgan, another CMC 
dancer, agreed.
“Although many of  us do 
not know Jayne personally, it is 
through activities such as Irish 
dance where we build widespread 
communities and we want to 
support our fellow members. All 
too often we look at problems on 
a large scale and we sometimes 
forget that helping one person 
really does go a long way.”
In its second year, the team is 
going strong adding new members 
and offering a chance for rookie 
and veteran dancers to learn the 
ways of  the Irish “Quick Feet” – or 
Cosa Meara.
“This year, we’ve had a lot 
of  success with lessons and are 
putting on a full show, which we 
have never done before,” Cobb 
said. “The future of  the club 
looks great, and every member, 
especially Annie, has made this 
possible.”
St. Patrick’s Day koozies will 
also be sold in KU on Friday as 
well as at the door on the day of  the 
show. They will be $5, but the price 
is reduced to $4 with a ticket to the 
show. Additional donations will be 
accepted.
For more information or if  you 
would like to join CMC, contact 
Annie Kelley at kelleyae@notes.
udayton.edu. 
alexis buhelos
staff Writer
cosa Meara company of irish dance is taking the stage to raise funds for a fellow irish dancer in need of a liver transplant. all proceeds from saturday’s performance will go toward medical 
bills totaling upward of $500,000.  bRiAnA SnydeR/photogRAphy editoR
how to go
            WHAT  Irish Dance  
  performance
           WHEn   Saturday at 
  2 p.m.
         WHErE  Boll theatre 
   ADMIssIOn $3 for students, 
  $5 for general  
  admission
thrift store 
fashion on 
the runway
For those unable to attend the 
glitzy Fashion Week shows in Milan 
and New York, ArtStreet is offering an 
affordable alternative this weekend.
Julie Roth devised the idea for a 
thrift store fashion show after trying 
to figure out what type of  art was 
missing from the ArtStreet lineup.  
“There are a lot of  people that 
are interested in clothing as an art 
form,” she said.  “This way it is more 
economical.”
Students volunteered to be a part 
of  the fashion show and were given 
up to $12 to put together an outfit 
from thrift store finds, which get a 
bad reputation Roth said.
“People think of  thrift stores as 
outlets to find costumes or funny 
clothes you can buy,” she said.  “You 
can find fun stuff  that you can wear 
on a daily basis, and you can buy 
more because it is cheaper.”
Roth maintains that she has gotten 
some of her best wardrobe pieces at 
thrift stores.  You just have to know 
what to look for.
“I got this sweet leather jacket for 
$4,” she said.  “I was sort of  hesitant 
about it, but now I think it is the 
jacket I get the most compliments on. 
It is fun to find some really unique 
vintage pieces.”
Student Hope Smalls will be 
participating and has an interesting 
inspiration for her outfit.
“We wanted to infuse French 
fashion into our piece,” Smalls said. 
“It is going to be a punk rock type feel. 
Audrey Hepburn meets Lady Gaga.”
A clothing exchange will directly 
follow the fashion show.
“We all have at least one bag of  
clothes that we do not want,” Roth 
said. 
“I actually went home and grabbed 
a couple of  old things,” Patty Walsh 
said.  “I’d like to trade those in for 
some new apparel.”
ArtStreet Fashion Show and 
Clothing Exchange will be 9 to 11 p.m. 
Saturday at ArtStreet Studio D.
aManda leech
staff Writer
iRiSh dAnceRS tAKe StAge to RAiSe fundS foR fRiend in need
dancing foR a cause
Julie Roth poses in thrift store finds. eMily 
WolfgAng/StAff photogRApheR
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not the average hula-hoop dancing: 
Rhythm in Shoes is a Dayton-
based ensemble with a mission 
“to engage the world in music and 
dance.” Rooted in American cultural 
tradition, the group has performed in 
47 American states, Canada, Japan 
and Ireland, over the past 23 years. 
The ensemble will join forces with 
special guests Dallas Chief Eagle 
and Jasmine Pickner to present a 
culturally enthralling performance 
on UD’s campus.
Presented by the UD Arts Series 
and Cityfolk, the concert will be at 8 
p.m. Friday in KU’s Boll Theatre.
David Barber, Cityfolk’s Director 
of  Programs and Marketing, said the 
event promises to be a one-of-a-kind 
experience. 
“We have a deep history of  
presenting Rhythm in Shoes over 
the past two decades,” he said. “They 
are natural collaborators who are 
particularly effective and always 
send sparks flying when they join 
forces with another ensemble.”
While working in reservation 
schools in South Dakota, Rhythm in 
Shoes members met national hoop 
dancing champions Dallas Chief  
Eagle and his stepdaughter Jasmine 
Pickner, both South Dakota Sioux. 
Pickner was the first female to win 
the teen division of  the World Hoop 
Dance Championships in 2001.
The ancient tradition of  hoop 
dance represents the Plains Indians’ 
view of the world. The circular image 
of  the intersecting hoops reflects 
the infinite cycle of  life and the 
interconnectedness between beings.
These two dancers recently 
performed together for The 
American Folklife Center at the 
Library of  Congress and the 
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
Barber said these groups fulfill 
Cityfolk’s mission to provide UD 
students with exposure to all kinds 
of  music and dance from around the 
world. 
“Cityfolk is in the business of  
making history and traditions come 
alive for audiences,” he said. “Be 
it Appalachian music, jazz, Irish 
dance, our goal is to take it out of  the 
museum so to speak, and make all of  
this an exciting experience.”
Eileen Carr, coordinator of  the 
UD Arts Series, said the mission of  
the series is to bring high quality 
performances to campus so that 
students can be exposed to some of  
the best and most innovative artists 
from across the globe. 
She encouraged students to attend 
this event in order to learn more 
about unique artistic traditions from 
these renowned performers.
“Often the richest experiences are 
those that resonate with our stories 
– personal and cultural,” Carr said. 
“In the end, music and dance help 
carry on the traditions of  sharing 
and preserving the history out of  
which they developed... performance 
literally brings culture to life.”
To purchase tickets, visit cityfolk.
org or artsseries.udayton.edu or call 
the Cityfolk box office at (937) 496-
3863 or UD box office at (937) 229-2545. 
Tickets are $18 general admission, $16 
for UD faculty, staff  and alumni and 
$9 for students.
Jacqui boyle
Assistant A&E Editor
dallas chief eagle and Jasmine pickner will perform at ud as part of the arts series at 8 p.m. 
friday at boll theatre. couRteSy of the WWW.RhythMinShoeS.oRg
Do you have a passion for living the
Gospel by helping people in another culture?
Win a free mission trip to
If you are between 18 and 35 years old,
Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers invite
you to enter a contest for your chance
to experience a taste of overseas
mission with us!
Just send us a short video that shows you
engaged in community service and you could
be the winner of Explore My Mission in Brazil! 
Learn more details at
www.exploremymission.org 
bet celebrity speaking on making history
sara dorn
staff Writer
uD mOnOlOgueS is a 
collection of pieces written and 
performed by students about 
gender issues. The performance 
is Friday to sunday at 8 p.m. and 
sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets are free 
and reservations are required by 
calling (937) 229-3685.
the unIveRSItY chORAle 
and Choral union will perform 
at 3 p.m. in the Immaculate 
Conception Chapel. For more 
information on music events, 
visit academic.udayton.edu/ 
music or call (937) 229-3936.
FRIDAY nIght FIlm: “The 
natural,” a story of roy Hobbs, 
an aging baseball player who 
must fight his past to lead his 
team to the World series, is 
showing Friday at 9 p.m. in Art-
street studio B.
local and global 
arts and events
Black Entertainment Television 
(BET) personality Jeff  Johnson will 
speak in honor of  Black History 
month at 7 p.m. Monday in KU 
Ballroom free of  charge.
“[He is a] media personality and 
past Vice-President of  the Hip-Hop 
Summit Action Network,” Daria 
Yvonne-Graham, the assistant 
director of  leadership initiative for 
the Office of  Multicultural Affairs, 
said. “He was named by Savoy 
magazine as the community activist 
leader to watch. Students should 
be excited that they will have the 
opportunity to connect with Mr. 
Johnson who is a modern day leader, 
entertainer, activist and public 
intellectual.”
Johnson has also served as BET’s 
Cousin Jeff  on the program “Rap 
City” in 2004. Through this nationally-
aired show Johnson was able to 
express his views to the hip-hop 
community and its viewers. Johnson 
was BET’s first correspondent to 
cover the Democratic and Republican 
National Conventions. He was also 
host and producer of  “The Cousin 
Jeff  Chronicles,” a series of  mini-
documentaries covering issues 
pertaining to America’s urban youth. 
Johnson was named a “key political 
player of  the hip-hop generation” by 
Source magazine.
“The youth of  today are the 
leaders of  today,” Johnson told the 
American Program Bureau. “If  we 
fail to sow the seeds of  education and 
real leadership into our young people 
today, we will be forced to reap the 
weeds of  our ignorance verses the 
flowers of  our love tomorrow.”
The OMA was able to work with 
the American Program Bureau (APB) 
to obtain the contract that allows 
Johnson to make an appearance 
at UD. The APB connects colleges, 
associations and programs with well-
known speakers and people who are 
appropriate for the needs the specific 
organization.
The theme of  Johnson’s 
presentation will be in line with that 
of  the recent Black History month, 
“Making History.”
“I am very excited about Jeff  
Johnson coming to UD,” student 
Autumn Williams said.  “People like 
him as well as our new president are 
inspiring not only to black people, but 
to young people around the world, 
letting us know that you can never be 
too young to make a difference.”
Williams believes Johnson’s 
message to students will embody 
UD’s “learn, lead and serve” motto.
“He is very relatable to the young 
adult audience and is able to explain 
topics many of  us would think are 
external to our world, in a way that 
we can understand our role within 
such world issues,” Williams said.
The OMA, which is hosting 
the event, is an organization that 
provides multicultural students and 
families with a closer connection 
to the university through events 
honoring various cultures and 
educating students on these cultures. 
For more information visit oma.
udayton.edu
bet personality Jeff Johnson is speaking at 
ud.  lAuRA MAcK/StAff photogRApheR
american music, native dance to perform
word on the street... 
if you gave up something for lent how is that going?
“I gave up tobacco prod-
ucts and broke it two days 
in.”
Mike brophy, SenioR 
finAnce
“I decided to give up chips 
yesterday and so far so 
good.”
Jessica sulliVan, SophoMoRe 
educAtion
“I’m not exactly Catholic but 
gave up sweets anyway.  
I’m eating a milkshake right 
now.”
kaitlyn spahr, SophoMoRe 
Accounting
Yesterday, after picking up 
our caps and gowns, my room-
mates and I began to discuss 
the intricacies of the graduation 
process, debating how exactly 
the ceremony would go down. 
At first, our discussion cen-
tered on the length of the ordeal. 
How long would we have to sit 
in those weird gowns and goofy 
hats?  This is an important bit 
of information, as it could deter-
mine how much time we have for 
activities afterward during our 
last day as Ghetto residents.
But, we began to focus on an 
even more important question: 
who would be giving the key-
note speech at this year’s gradu-
ation?  It could be anyone!  The 
discussion inevitably led us to a 
debate about who should speak 
to us about our futures and get 
us pumped up to get out into the 
real world.
Who better to get us pumped 
than a football coach?  Dayton 
happens to have two Super Bowl- 
winning alums, Chuck Noll and 
Jon Gruden.  Noll easily over-
takes Gruden since, not only has 
he won four rings to Gruden’s 
one, but Gruden was also recent-
ly fired by Tampa Bay and there-
fore cannot be trusted to talk to 
us about our futures.
However, as some of my room-
mates pointed out, Chuck is 
pretty old.  How about a younger 
UD alum, like say… Dan Patrick. 
He is a former SportsCenter 
anchor and now is a writer for 
SI.com and a co-host of Football 
Night in America.  He was even 
in “BASEketball.”  What a great 
movie and what a great man.  
Still, it seemed like we were 
focusing too much on sports. 
What about a few celebrities 
that called Dayton home at some 
point in their lives?  Dave Chap-
pelle was the first to pop into our 
minds, as he once lived in near-
by Yellow Springs.  Everyone 
loved the short-lived “Chappelle 
Show” and movies such as “Half 
Baked,” but do we really want 
someone who went insane as a 
result of success speaking to us 
about someday being successful? 
Didn’t think so.
What if we brought some 
modern science into the picture? 
Anyone who watches the televi-
sion show “Fringe” knows that it 
is possible to have a conversation 
with dead people and UD borders 
the famed Woodland Cemetery 
that happens to be the home to 
Erma Bombeck and the Wright 
Brothers.  We decided that people 
may not be ready for communi-
cation with the dead.  That’s one 
box that probably shouldn’t be 
opened yet and as we all know, 
Pandora only comes out of the 
box, she doesn’t go back in.
We were starting to run out of 
options.  Who would be recogniz-
able to everyone at UD, yet still 
hold some kind of credibility and 
could be trusted with the speech. 
Jimmie Binnie maybe?  But then 
again he has only been gone for 
about a year.  
Then, seemingly out of no-
where, it dawned on us… a local 
Dayton celebrity whom we all 
know and love.  That guy from 
the Jeff Schmidt auto commer-
cials who loves it when people 
talk about new cars.  His name 
is Steve we think, but that isn’t 
important.  What is important 
is what he represents… success 
and happiness in a troubled time. 
Thank you guy-who-might-be- 
named-Steve.  Your speech will 
surely rip to the core of us all.
Get in here Steve, get in here.
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“the first Amendment allows us to read and think and breathe and function as full 
human beings, without looking over our shoulders and shivering in our beds at 
night filled with dread.”
Jonathan kellerman, author, 2000forum
tuition up again
give students a break, ud! well actually, it is. 
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who can motivate us?
choosing a graduation speaker very important to exiting class, here are a few options to mull over
Tuition’s going up again at the University of  Dayton. Well, go figure 
– it’s been 30 years since there hasn’t been a tuition increase, so why 
should this year be any different? 
When this year’s seniors came to campus as freshmen, they paid 
$22,046 in tuition and fees. Next year’s freshmen will need to cough up 
$6,000 more than that. Imagine what it’ll be in another four years…
It’s easy to whine and complain about the rising tuition cost. You 
could give UD President Daniel Curran a call and blame the whole thing 
on him. Tell him this country’s in a recession and if  anything tuition 
should be lower to help out UD students and their parents’ wallets. 
Come on, Dr. Dan, you’d say, a 4.7 percent increase? Give us a break!
Chances are he’ll let you finish your rant before saying anything. 
You’d exhale, and he’d smile. Because although tuition alone next year 
will cost a student about $28,600, the matter of  the fact is the university 
is actually giving us a break – to the best of  its abilities. 
The front page article of  Flyer News this issue discusses what the 
university is doing to help offset the tuition increase. When students 
found out that the Ohio Student Choice Grant would no longer be 
available to them, UD probably wasn’t one of  the targets when playing 
the blame game. Yet, UD’s throwing in $1.3 million to help its students 
out. And when a portion of  the money from the tuition increase is going 
to financial aid for students and upkeep of  facilities, it’s not like those 
up in the administration office are all going out and buying new BMWs 
for themselves. So believe it or not, although students will pay more, a 
lot of  the money’s going toward us.
UD isn’t alone in its rising cost of  tuition. It’s happening at 
universities all over the country. Think all those schools are doing 
everything UD is doing to help its students out? Probably not.
So before you dial up Dr. Dan to complain, think about all this, and 
give him a break. He and UD are doing their best to give students one. 
yourturn
Jason lyon opinoinS editoR
March is upon us again, and 
with it comes Women’s History 
Month, a time for strengthening 
relationships.
Too often we merely exist, nev-
er taking a moment to consider 
the gift God has given us with his 
establishment of  genders.  I say 
“establishment” because I don’t 
consider men and women inher-
ently separated, at least not in an 
ideal society.  Some say the ideal 
is the unobtainable.  I disagree. 
We can achieve gender equal-
ity if  we open our eyes and allow 
real exchange of  ideas and feel-
ings, one person at a time.  This 
week, I’ve been watching a film, 
“No Man’s Land,” for Political 
Sociology.  At one point, the two 
protagonists – both men, but 
that’s irrelevant – are isolated. 
For the first time, they debate 
why it is they’re fighting.  And all 
it took was isolation.
I’m not asking people to se-
clude themselves from human 
contact; that would be foolish.  
And, more importantly, they’d 
be missing out on the fine activi-
ties UD’s Advocates for Women’s 
Equality (AWE) has planned for 
this month.  I’m just saying it’s 
sensible to look within, to first 
remove the plank of  wood before 
the splinter.
A journey deserves a captain 
and a navigator.  Let awe be your 
navigator.
In the recent issue of Flyer 
News from Feb. 24, a student 
reacted to an article regarding 
common ground on the issue 
of abortion. The headline read: 
“Potential plans vital to abortion 
debate.”  This article encourages 
us, as good citizens, to research 
a political issue before making 
an opinion.  If we are to attain 
the correct information to make 
an informed decision, we must 
go to the source itself. 
This article mentions a pend-
ing bill called the Freedom of 
Choice Act, popularly known as 
FOCA. I have received several 
Facebook group “invitations” 
resisting this bill, as I’m sure 
many of you have as well.  Af-
ter searching the term FOCA 
on Google, I found myself inun-
dated with links to Catholic pro-
life Web sites devoted to ceasing 
the existence of FOCA.  Was this 
FOCA thing just another outcry 
against women’s reproductive 
rights? Does it really erase “pa-
rental notifications, conscious 
protections, waiting periods 
[and] informed consent?”
In order to find information 
from the government itself, I 
went to govtrack.us, which is an 
online database for passed and 
pending federal bills. Accord-
ing to Govtrack, the Freedom 
of Choice Act proposes none of 
the above actions.  Actually, it 
protects women’s rights to their 
own bodies, allowing them to 
terminate the pregnancy before 
viability (when a fetus can sur-
vive outside the woman’s body), 
and after viability, if the wom-
an’s health is endangered. 
Sure, nobody likes the fact 
that abortion is a part of mod-
ern society. However, let’s not 
start rumors that stigmatize a 
bill that cements the verdict of 
Roe v. Wade. As a country that 
prides ourselves on equality, we 
are long overdue for this bill, 
and should not circulate parti-
san rumors about pro-women’s 
rights bills. 
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abortion debate continues, sophomore calls 
on people to go to the source for information
Women’s history month 
important event on campus
catherine glynn
SophoMoRe
inteRnAtionAl buSineSS
alexis buhelos
JunioR
JouRnAliSM
frank stanko
SophoMoRe
JouRnAliSM
As college students, we are 
stressed generally all of the time 
from school. It’s hard to get a 
healthy full night’s sleep and go-
ing to the gym, while amazingly 
close by, often has to be packed 
into the busy college schedule. 
Even if you do go to the Rec daily, 
eating on campus can undo all of 
your hard work.
On one of my more rare visits 
to Facebook, I saw that one of my 
friends had said that a “Burger 
King double bacon cheeseburger 
was nutritionally more healthy 
than UD’s Beef Stew”. I was not 
shocked because I frequently 
check the nutrition contents on 
the UD online menu and am con-
sistently disgusted with the high 
fat content of food offered to us.
I wanted to compare on a more 
in-depth level, so I began look-
ing at what shall be named ‘BK 
double bacon cheeseburger v. UD 
beef stew’. BK’s Web site shows 
that the burger has 560 Calories, 
33 grams of fat, 1220 milligrams 
of sodium, and 100 milligrams of 
cholesterol. UD’s beef stew has 
611.2 Calories, 35.2 grams of fat, 
1572.6 milligrams of sodium, and 
56.5 milligrams of cholesterol, 
according to the menu Web site. 
Next, I compared the same BK 
burger to UD’s double cheddar 
BBQ bacon burger (BBQ sauce 
doesn’t add much). The findings 
were unbelievable – 898.8 Calo-
ries and 56.7 grams of fat in UD’s 
burger. That’s 87 percent of the 
daily value! That is so, so un-
healthy and should not be served 
as often as it is, if at all!
UD Dining Services needs 
to drastically change its menu 
for the health of their students, 
which affects them both now and 
in the future. In 20 years, when 
some UD alum has a terrible 
heart attack, he may have a bet-
ter clue as to why their arteries 
were clogged. 
In a recent Flyer News article, 
it was announced that Dining 
Services is becoming greener 
with composting and eco-friend-
lier utensils. It also stated that 
Dining Services is hoping to set 
an example for other schools by 
implementing this change. May-
be the food eaten with those uten-
sils and put in the compostable 
containers should be changed to 
set a better example.
why doesn’t dining services 
serve us healthier food? what Dr. Dan and the 
Board of  Trustees do 
after the tuition hike 
nick kastner, senior
With the Dayton men’s 
basketball team getting so much 
glory this season, it is becoming 
harder for the women’s team to 
gain any recognition.  
Friday, the women’s basketball 
team will have the opportunity to 
take center stage as it participates 
in the opening round of  the Atlantic 
10 Tournament in Charlotte, N.C. 
The Flyers will face Saint Louis, a 
team that UD defeated on the road 
Jan. 10. 
No. 9 seeded Saint Louis fell to 
the Flyers last time the teams met, 
73-68, while playing in the new 
Chaifetz Arena.  This time, if  the 
Flyers are able to provide a repeat 
performance, they will move on to 
the A-10 quarterfinals where they 
will meet No. 1 seed Xavier.  
Jim Jabir, head coach of  the 
Flyers, has practiced his girls hard 
all week to try and come home 
with a conference championship 
this weekend, which would result 
in an automatic bid to the NCAA 
Women’s Basketball Tournament.
Dayton earned the No. 8 seed in 
the A-10 Tournament, but it hasn’t 
been an easy road along the way, 
despite its winning record of  18-
12.  
Aundrea Lindsey tore her ACL 
prior to the season and has been 
recovering ever since.  The junior 
guard has been working hard in 
rehab, to get back in shape for 
the spring to help her team for 
next season. However, as the team 
prepares for the A-10 tournament, 
she will continue her role as an 
encourager from the bench.
Since Lindsey can’t play in the 
games, she says her job mainly is 
to cheer for her teammates on the 
court, bring help to any if  possible, 
and maybe even offer a laugh or a 
smile when needed.  
“So far I think we are shocking 
a lot of  people coming out so 
strong since we are very young 
now,” Lindsey said.  
Proud to be a part of  the 
Flyers, she too believes that the 
only goal worth looking forward 
to is the NCAA Tournament. This 
weekend, Lindsey will be cheering 
for her teammates from the bench 
in hopes that they can accomplish 
that feat.
Coming from Maywood, Ill., 
Lindsey was recruited while 
playing for her AAU teams in high 
school.  She was first drawn to the 
outstanding academic excellence 
of  the University of  Dayton. 
However, the school’s family 
environment, new friends and 
teammates are what make playing 
for the Flyers special for her.
Regardless of  what happens 
this weekend, Lindsey will be 
cheering for her teammates and 
wishing them well, and at the 
same time, hoping that she will 
be able to help the Flyers achieve 
their goal of  reaching the NCAA 
Tournament again next season on 
the court.
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LINDSEY TO WATCH A-10
witH goals in mind
Stuck on bench with torn Acl, junior encouraging her 
teammates to earn A-10 title, automatic ncAA berth
Junior guard aundrea lindsey (with hands up) celebrates a basket made by a teammate in a game earlier this season. although lindsey 
is injured, she hopes to contribute to the team as an encourager.
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ud travels to charlotte 
in quest for A-10 title
Women’s hoops
The last two years, as a No. 9 
seed and a No. 5 seed, the Dayton 
Flyers women’s basketball team 
had the misfortune of  playing and 
losing to the No. 1 seed in the At-
lantic 10 Tournament. 
This season, the Flyers will be 
the No. 8 seed in the tournament, 
and will play their first game at 
noon on Friday at Charlotte against 
No. 9 Saint Louis. The Flyers won 
their game against Saint Louis 
this season Jan. 10, winning on the 
road, 73-68.
“It will be a difficult game, and 
they do a lot of  things well,” Day-
ton head coach Jim Jabir said. 
Jabir mentioned that Saint 
Louis has the leading scorer in the 
conference, in 5-foot-9 junior guard 
Theresa Lisch who is averaging 
19.5 points per game on the season. 
Saint Louis also is second to Xavier 
in 3-point shooting percentage, av-
eraging 35.7 percent for the year.
Should the Flyers win their 
opening round game against Saint 
Louis, they will meet a familiar foe: 
Xavier.
No. 16 Xavier (25-5 overall, 13-1 
in conference) has won the last 
two conference tournaments as a 
No. 3 seed in the tournament, and 
clinched the regular season title 
and the No. 1 seed last week. Day-
ton lost both games against Xavier 
this season, including a 51-49 heart-
breaking loss in Dayton on Jan. 17, 
and a 78-57 loss in Cincinnati on 
Feb. 15.  
Despite the history of  losing to 
top seeds in the tournament, Jabir 
said he is looking forward to the 
possible second round match-up, 
and said the Flyers played well and 
had a great chance to beat them 
earlier this season at UD Arena
 “(We) have about as good a 
chance as any,” Jabir said of  his 
team’s chances of  winning the con-
ference tournament. 
Jabir said that the team will 
have to shoot the ball well in or-
der to win games throughout the 
tournament. Freshman sensation 
Justine Raterman leads the team, 
averaging 13.0 points, 8.6 rebounds 
and 1.5 steals per game, along with 
40.6 percent 3-point shooting. She 
is one of  four freshman starters 
for the team this year, and with the 
young talent on the team this sea-
son, the Flyers could be a surpris-
ing team during the A-10 Tourna-
ment.
While there is a precedent 
for teams in the A-10 making the 
NCAA Tournament as at-large 
bids, Dayton will be on the outside 
looking in if  they are unable to win 
the conference tournament. Its 
record stands at 18-12 overall and 
7-7 in conference play, and are cur-
rently No. 86 in the RPI ratings.
Overall, Jabir said that he is 
pleased with the way his team has 
improved during the course of  the 
season this year. With their play in 
2008-2009, it certainly looks like the 
Flyers will be a force in the years 
to come in the A-10 regardless of  
the result of  this year’s conference 
tournament.
Jacob rosen
staff Writer
erin schroeder
staff Writer
sophomore guard kristin daugherty drives to the basket against uMass. daugherty is 
averaging 12.9 points for the flyers this year. RyAn KozelKA/ASSiStAnt photo editoR
Women’s hoops
A position that involves 
tumbling, cartwheels, and a whole 
lot of  yelling, the cheerleaders 
are a team that doesn’t often get 
recognition for the school spirit 
it shows on the sidelines of  many 
Dayton sports teams.
“We do a lot of  work and go to all 
the games and stuff  and don’t get a 
lot of  credit, but we do it because 
we love it,” junior cheerleader Keri 
Bailey said.
Last week on SI.com, Bailey was 
featured as the Cheerleader of  the 
Week on Sports Illustrated’s  Web 
site. 
“It’s kind of  weird, I guess. I 
am kind of  a private person, so it’s 
weird for me to think of  people I 
don’t know seeing me on the Web,” 
Bailey said.
Being featured on SI.com 
came as a surprise to a lot of  her 
friends.
“A lot of  people sent some 
congratulations,” she said. “A lot 
of  people are really excited for 
me, and they were excited for our 
school to get national exposure.”
The feature was arranged by 
Flyer News editor-in-chief  Will 
Hanlon, and the photos were taken 
by both Hanlon and FN assistant 
photo editor Ryan Kozelka.
To see the feature on Bailey, 
visit SI.com and click on the 
Cheerleader of  the Week section, 
which includes a 20-question 
biography and a photo gallery of  
Bailey.
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ud student Si’s cheerleader of the Week
cory griffin
sports Editor
cheerleader keri bailey was featured on si.com.
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ud victorious in home opener
baseball
cory griffin
sports Editor
flyers pound bulldogs behind 13-run offensive power surge
Being able to play a baseball 
game in Dayton, Ohio on March 4 
is usually a miracle. For the past 
few years, the Flyers have had to 
cancel their first several games on 
their home field due to snow. 
After canceling their Tuesday 
game against Bowling Green, UD 
was able to whip Time Warner 
Cable Stadium into shape to ring 
in the home season of  the 2009 
schedule.
The Flyers came out with a 
bang, knocking out 21 hits, scoring 
13 runs and beating the Butler 
Bulldogs, 13-5. 
Although the 42-degree 
day wasn’t an ideal baseball 
temperature, the Flyers heated 
up the field with their potent 
offense. 
UD was led by senior first 
baseman Marshall MacDonald, 
who went 5-for-5 with three RBIs 
and a home run. 
MacDonald’s two-run homer 
in the bottom of  the sixth inning 
cleared the scoreboard in left 
field.
The Flyers pounded out six 
runs in the sixth inning to take 
a commanding lead, and led 13-0 
at one point before the Bulldogs 
added five runs in the top of  the 
ninth inning. 
However, MacDonald wasn’t 
the only Flyer providing fireworks. 
Junior shortstop Cole Tyrell 
also hit a home run, while junior 
right fielder Aaron Dunsmore 
went 3-for-4. Junior second 
baseman Zach Jacob, senior left 
fielder Max Navalinski, senior 
designated hitter Myles Swartzel 
and sophomore designated hitter 
Jonathan Castine each had two 
hits apiece.
On the mound, freshman Mike 
Hauschild received the first win of  
his collegiate career after pitching 
three innings, allowing three hits 
and striking out one.
Also pitching for the Flyers 
on Wednesday were Cameron 
Hobson, Eric Wagner, Tim Corbey 
and Chuck Ghysels. The staff  
combined for 10 strikeouts and 
allowed just two earned runs on 
the afternoon.
UD moves to 3-4 on the season, 
and will host Cleveland State for 
a three-game series this weekend, 
starting Friday at 2 p.m. The teams 
will then face each other again on 
Saturday at noon, before squaring 
off  Sunday at 1 p.m.
Outfielder Aaron Dunsmore swings at a base hit in the sixth inning of Wednesday’s game against Butler. The Flyers won 13-5 and picked 
up their third win of the spring. RyAn KozelKA/ASSiStAnt photo editoR
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cheerleading
The Dayton Flyers basketball 
team was busy last week, first losing 
a heartbreaker at Rhode Island and 
then beating a relentless Temple 
team at home.
First, the Flyers traveled to 
Rhode Island to face the Rams 
last Wednesday and 40 minutes 
of  basketball could not settle the 
game.  Rhode Island beat UD 73-71 
in overtime after Marquis Jones 
converted an acrobatic, over-
the-shoulder layup at the buzzer. 
Dayton fell short of  being only the 
second team to beat Rhode Island on 
its home court this season.
“People saw how good this 
league is,” Dayton head coach Brian 
Gregory said.  “We’re doing what 
all good leagues do - we’re beating 
the crap out of  each other for two 
months. Every one of  the top four 
seeds at our conference tournament 
will be capable of  winning a game in 
the NCAA Tournament.”
Dayton, a team that prides itself  
on its defense, gave up 52 first half  
points.  They committed 10 out of  
their 13 turnovers in the first half, 
with seven of  those 10 turnovers 
coming in the final 5:05.  The game 
was tied at that time but Rhode 
Island capitalized on the turnovers 
to take an eight-point lead at 
halftime in what turned out to be a 
pivotal stretch of  the game. 
Another problem that seriously 
plagued the team was free-throw 
shooting.  The Flyers shot just 21-
35 (60 percent) from the foul line. 
In the last five games including 
Rhode Island, Dayton had shot only 
55 percent from the charity stripe. 
This is an area that the Flyers 
must improve on heading into 
the Atlantic 10 Tournament and 
potentially the NCAA Tournament. 
Despite these issues, Dayton nearly 
pulled out a victory against one of  
the conference’s best teams.
“We did play hard, but we did not 
play well enough to deserve to win,” 
Gregory said.  “When you go on the 
road, you cannot make turnovers 
like we did in the first half  and you 
have to make your free throws. It’s a 
disappointing loss because while we 
didn’t play well enough to deserve 
to win, maybe we could have stolen 
one.”
The loss was their second straight 
and was also their third consecutive 
road defeat.
Saturday did not get any easier 
as Temple came to UD Arena with 
one of  the A-10’s best players in 
Dionte Christmas.  Dayton’s defense 
proved to be up to the challenge in 
the first half  as it held Christmas 
to just three points.  He finished 
the game with 20 points and led the 
Owls during a late push, but Dayton 
converted eight-straight  free throws 
down the stretch to seal the win. 
They shot over 72 percent from the 
foul line for the game which proved 
to be the difference.
“It was a must-win especially 
playing a team like Temple who 
is among the top in the league,” 
sophomore forward Chris Wright 
said.  “We had to come out with a 
win at home. After two losses in a 
row, we just wanted to bounce back 
and get back into the flow of  things. 
We played our hearts out on the two 
games we lost on the road, so we just 
wanted to bounce back with a win 
and we did that.”
The win was a complete team 
effort.  Chris Wright led the way 
with 20 points followed by Marcus 
Johnson with 14 points.  Coming off  
a game in which he tied his career-
high in points with 11, Mickey Perry 
continued his strong play with 
10 points while London Warren 
contributed a terrific effort which 
included a team high in rebounds 
(nine) and assists (eight).
“I’m really proud of  our guys,” 
Gregory said.  “These last five 
games they have poured their guts 
out on every single game. We’ve won 
three of  them and lost two of  them. I 
questioned if  they could do it today 
because of  that really tough game 
at Rhode Island. It’s as courageous 
group as I’ve ever been around. 
You lose two games and people are 
worried that the sky is falling. These 
guys aren’t ...it’s really refreshing to 
be around.”
Editor’s note: The Dayton-Xavier game in 
Cincinnati was not completed as of  press time.
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Men’s hoops
After road loss at second-place Rhode island, ud defeats temple to stay on ‘bracketology’ radar
FLYERS STILL IN POSITION FOR NCAA BID
Senior Charles Little is fouled while finishing a layup in the Flyers’ Feb. 1 victory over St. 
Joseph’s. dayton will close the regular season saturday against duquesne at ud arena.
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“We’re doing what all 
good leagues do - we’re 
beating the crap out 
of each other for two 
months.” 
  -brian gregory
Flyers finish second, marking best A-10 finish ever
Women’s track and field
The women’s track team cap-
tured second in the Atlantic 10 in-
door track and field championships, 
finishing with 139 points. The score 
is the highest that the school has 
ever received at the competition. 
Dayton finished behind A-10 power-
house Charlotte, who finished with 
175 points for the invitational.
Freshman pole vault champion 
Courtney Siebenaller was named 
rookie performer of  the meet, while 
sophmore Mallory Barnes won the 
weight throw and was selected as 
field performer of  the meet. 
UD women’s track and field head 
coach Adam Steinwachs was named 
A-10 Coach of  the Year for the team’s 
improvement and impressive show-
ing throughout the indoor season.
The Flyers were conference 
champions in five different events.
Sophomore Ashley Cattran won 
the 800-meter run to edge Charlotte 
senior Aja Jackson by less than a 
10th of  a second, running the event 
in 2:11.78. Cattran set a meet record 
for the time, earning her an A-10 
championship.
Sophomore Johnna Zaccari, set 
a new school record to win her sec-
ond indoor shot put title by throw-
ing 45 feet, 11 1/4 inches.
In other events, senior Amy 
Kremer won the high jump while 
breaking a school record.
The athletes will now start 
preparing for the outdoor season, 
which starts March 21 at the Early 
Bird Relays in Cincinnati. With 
the impressive finish to the winter 
season, the Flyers will look for fur-
ther improvement throughout the 
spring.
-staff  report
UPCOMING EVENTS 
MARch 21 eARly biRd RelAyS - cincinnAti
MARch 28   oliveR niKoloff inv. - cincinnAti
ApRil 3-4 floRidA RelAyS - gAineSville, fl.
